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A young vigilante and a brooding polar
bear god team up to solve a series of
supernatural murders in this "actionpacked urban fantasy" (Publishers
Weekly) inspired by Inuit mythology,
perfect for fans of Tamsyn Muir,
Rebecca Roanhorse, and Fonda Lee. In a
city of gods and mortals, secrets never
die. The gods walk among us. Some lurk
in the shadows, masquerading as
mortals; others embrace their celebrity
status, launching careers from
Hollywood to Capitol Hill. One of them
just murdered Cairn Delacroix's mother.
As Cairn sifts through the rubble, she
uncovers a conspiracy two decades in
the making: a cursed island, the
fellowship of gods who journeyed there,
and the unspeakable act that
intertwined their fates. One by one,
the members of that voyage are dying,
and Cairn's investigations land
her--and the woman she loves--in the
crosshairs of the rogue goddess
responsible. With the help of Nanook, a
polar bear god turned detective, Cairn
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descends into Boston's underworld of
supernatural crime and political
aspiration. To avenge her mother and
unmask her assassin, she'll first have
to reckon with a gut-wrenching secret
that will rewrite the life she thought
she knew. Shocking twists cascade
toward an explosive finale in this
electric new fantasy novel from Karsten
Knight, author of the Wildefire trilogy
and Nightingale, Sing
The Shadow of Evil: Where is God in a
Violent World is a "must read" for
every person who is struggling to cope
with adversity and loss: Do you battle
everyday with the realization that a
senseless tragedy has altered the
course of your life? Do you feel
overwhelmed by hardship and yet
powerless to overcome your
circumstances? Have you ever felt
abandoned by friends and family who
just cannot seem to understand what you
are going through? Has your faith in
God suffered from the nagging doubt
that even He has somehow forsaken you
in your time of need? If you can answer
"yes" to any of these questions, then
you must consider reading this bookPage 2/25
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the author has written it with you in
mind! The Shadow of Evil chronicles the
events surrounding the murder of the
author's mother in 1991 by Wichita's
BTK serial murderer. Jeff describes his
own painful emotional and spiritual
struggles in a brutally honest manner
which takes the reader with him through
his long journey of emotional recovery,
from deepest despair to eventual hope.
By sharing his experiences in such a
candid manner, readers are able to
relate their own sense of loss,
emptiness, isolation, or anger, to the
author's ordeals, allowing the reader
to connect with his message on a
cognitive, emotional and spiritual
level. Those reading this work can come
to understand that their own turbulent
mix of emotions and questions of faith
are normal, even to be expected. It is
the author's hope that once readers
have accompanied him down this long
road of recovery, they too, will find a
renewed sense of purpose and meaning in
their lives, despite whatever adversity
they have had to endure.
This is a special edition collecting
the first two books in the 'Powerless'
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superhero novel series from Tony
Cooper. **** POWERLESS When the friend
of a retired superhero is killed by
another power, he drags himself out of
his self-imposed isolation to find out
who is responsible. He soon finds
himself digging up a past he would
rather forget, risking exposing the
secret of why his team split up and
destroying all their lives. ****
KILLING GODS When a physically mutated
villain's son goes missing from
protective care, he goes on a rampage
to try and find his child. In his way
stand a Child Protection Officer
following her heart above her duty, a
violent anti-hero group desperate for
media attention, a seemingly benevolent
hero-worshipping cult and Martin and
Hayley struggling to work out who they
can trust.
A collection of stories featuring
detectives, criminal agents and
debonair crooks from the golden age of
crime fiction: a time when Sherlock
Holmes was esconsced in his rooms at
221B Baker Street and London was
permanently wreathed in a sinister fog.
Shadow of Oz
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This Eternity of Masks and Shadows
1889
C.O.R.E. Shadow Trilogy
Politics in the Hebrew Bible
Jewish Influences on Early Christianity
By illuminating the striking affinity between the
most innovative aspects of postmodern thought
and religious mystical discourse, Shadow of
Spirit challenges the long established
assumption that western thought is committed
to nihilism. This collection of essays by
internationally recognised scholars explores the
implications of the fascination with the `sacred',
`divine' or `infinite' which characterizes much
contemporary thought. It shows how these
concerns have surfaced in the work of Derrida,
Baudrillard, Lyotard, Kristeva, Irigaray and
others. Examining the connection between this
postmodern `turn' and the current search for a
new discourse of ethics and politics, it also
stresses the contribution made by feminist
thought to this unexpected intellectual direction.
New Year’s Eve, 1934. While Honolulu celebrates
with champagne and fireworks, someone is
making away with the Bishop Museum’s portrait
of King Kalakaua and its curator. A series of
brutal murders follows, and an unlikely pair,
newspaper reporter Mina Beckwith and visiting
playwright Ned Manusia, find themselves
investigating a twisted trail of clues in an
attempt to recover the painting and uncover the
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killer. Honolulu in the 1930s is a unique (and
volatile) mix of the provincial and the urban, East
and West, islander and mainlander. Mina and
Ned, both of Polynesian descent, confront the
complexities and contradictions of Island life as
their investigation takes them into the heart of
Honolulu society and close-knit local families,
whose intricate histories and relationships will
have a direct impact on future lives and events.
A lively cast of characters aids Mina and Ned in
their search for answers: Cecily Chang, an
antiques and explosives expert, steers them
through Chinatown’s back alleys; Hinano Kahana,
a hula chanter and dancer, brings Ned closer to
solving an ancient riddle; Mina’s grandmother,
Hannah, helps them unlock a secret from the
past. Prewar Honolulu comes to life in this
thoroughly entertaining mystery that evokes a
colorful bygone era. The Mina Beckwith and Ned
Manusia series continues with Murder Leaves Its
Mark, available September 2011.
Examines the laws, histories, prophecies and
wisdom of the ancient biblical writers and
discusses their views on justice, hierarchy, war,
the authority of kings and priests and the
experience of exile.
Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants
nothing more than to live a quiet life with his
wife and stay out of trouble. Until he learns that
she's been killed in a terrible accident. Flying
home for the funeral, as a violent storm rocks
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the plane, a strange man in the seat next to him
introduces himself. The man calls himself Mr.
Wednesday, and he knows more about Shadow
than is possible. He warns Shadow that a far
bigger storm is coming. And from that moment
on, nothing will ever he the same...
Anansi Boys
A Novel
Shadow of a Dead God
Deliverance from Tragedy to Triumph through
the Holy Spirit
The Graveyard Book

Do you hunger to have a deep, personal
relationship with God. Do you long to
know more of His character? Do you need
to find more of His peace, love, and
mercy? Do you want more strength to
face the challenges and trials of life
and emerge victorious? God is so
awesome it is impossible to confine Him
to mere words. No two people relate the
same way to God, and God is fresh in
His dealings with each individual. Yet
His character is constant and eternal,
the same yesterday, today, and forever.
We glean foremost from His Word but
also by the insights of others,
inspired by the Holy Spirit, to
discover His Workings in the lives of
mankind. These can be beams of light on
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our own pathway through life. The first
part of this book attempts to capture a
fragment of Who God is in poetry and
verse. The second part is stories from
the life of the author and her
ancestors which proclaim God in every
day living. God is to be in every part
and aspect of life, and this book
relates stories of life's joys,
sorrows, heartrending trials, triumphs,
and special times with God, as well as
the mundane and the funny happenings of
living. There are also poems of God's
hand in nature outside the author's
backdoor. To proclaim God, you must
also live God. This book presents not
only His Word but also how His Word can
be applied to real-life situations and
God's faithfulness throughout
generations.
Jesus and Tabfa, his anchorite and
spouse, come to the rescue every time,
and the Reverend Doctor Howard floods
wonderful quotes, sayings, and
aphorisms all along the way!
Craig Johnson had two best friends, two
caring parents, a hot girlfriend, and a
nice truck--not bad for a twenty-yearold. A decent life, until he began
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hearing voices in his bedroom late at
night. Then a bright blue light
manifests from within his closet. And
he is drawn to it, mystified by its
beauty. He walks through the light ...
and into a world of darkness and
emptiness, where he learns of a fabled
Shadow God, an entity that wants him
dead. Murders spring up in the
neighborhood, and the local detective
is quick to put the blame on Craig and
his friends. Through Craig''s sinister
encounters with the Shadow God and his
constant run in with the law, he
discovers he is part of something
great--a reincarnation maybe--that
takes him back to the first murder of
the world.
Chamberlain tells the story of a woman
who rebuilds her life years after
witnessing the murder of her mother.
When the murderer comes up for parole,
Lacey O'Neill's thoughts return to that
tragic episode and to the mother she
never really knew. Reissue.
A Shadow in the Ember
In The Shadow Of God's Love
Fear God and the Shadow of the Muslim
Sword
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Where is God in a Violent World?
Positive Facts, Without a Shadow of
Doubt
Where Is God in a Violent World?
In the century and a half since Darwin's Origin of
Species, there has been an ongoing--and often
vociferously argued--conversation about our species'
place in creation and its relationship to a Creator. A
growing number of academic professionals see no
conflict between Darwin's view of life and the
Christian faith. Dubbed "theistic evolution," this
brand of Christianity holds that God has used
processes like Darwinian evolution to achieve his
creation. But is that true? Can Darwin's mechanism
of natural selection acting on chance mutations be
reconciled with God's intentionality in producing
particular outcomes? Does humanity represent the
apex of his creation, or just an erasable and
ephemeral signpost along a path still being revealed?
Does theistic evolution permit God to intervene
supernaturally in the workings of his creation? Can
we as humans be made in the image of God if we are
just one of the millions of products of evolution? Can
we salvage concepts like freewill, meaning, purpose,
or an eternal soul within theistic evolution? In this
book, Wayne Rossiter assess theistic evolution, and
whether or not it is consistent with Christianity and
secular science. His conclusion is that it bears little
resemblance to classical Christianity, and promotes a
century-old understanding of evolutionary theory.
Theistic evolution renders God a passive player in
creation, so far removed and undetectable that he
resembles a mere shadow of the Creator described in
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Christianity.
The Shadow of Evil: Where is God in a Violent World
is a "must read" for every person who is struggling to
cope with adversity and loss: • Do you battle
everyday with the realization that a senseless
tragedy has altered the course of your life? • Do you
feel overwhelmed by hardship and yet powerless to
overcome your circumstances? • Have you ever felt
abandoned by friends and family who cannot seem to
understand what you are going through? • Has your
faith in God suffered from the nagging doubt that
even He has somehow forsaken you in your time of
need? If you can answer "yes" to any of these
questions, then you must read this book- the author
has written it with you in mind! The Shadow of Evil
chronicles the events surrounding the murder of the
author's mother in 1991 by Wichita's BTK serial
murderer. Jeff describes his own painful emotional
and spiritual struggles in a brutally honest manner
which takes the reader with him through his long
journey of emotional recovery, from deepest despair
to eventual hope. By sharing his experiences in such
a candid manner, readers are able to relate their own
sense of loss, emptiness, isolation, or anger, to the
author's ordeals, allowing the reader to connect with
his message on a cognitive, emotional and spiritual
level. Those reading this work can come to
understand that their own turbulent mix of emotions
and questions of faith are normal, even to be
expected. It is the author's hope that once readers
have accompanied him on this journey to recovery,
they too, will find a renewed sense of meaning in
their lives and a brighter hope for the future.
An excellent book for anyone who is seeking to know
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more about the living God. The first book in a twopart series, A Shadow of Good Things to Come, is a
colorful book of Jewish history, dating from the time
of creation with the Ancient of Days to king David.
You will learn that God had a plan to save mankind,
and He implemented that plan through the Jewish
nation. Told in Bible-story form, you will find answers
to many questions you may have about the Bible and
man's relationship with God, questions such as: Who is the true living God? - What is the purpose of
man? - What promises did God give Abraham and his
descendants through Isaac? - Why and how did God
choose the nation of Israel to be His people? - Why
and how did God set up the law and sacrificial
system? - Why is Jesus called the Son of David?
"Deeper Insight" study questions are provided at the
end of each chapter. "I always wondered why a
loving God would bring so much death and
annihilation to people in the Old Testament. Now I
understand. Sin was rampant, and evil men
threatened the very existence of the future seed of
Abraham, through whom Christ, the Savior of
mankind, would come. This is a wonderful Biblebased, simply-stated study that all Christians will
enjoy." Frances Henderson "This is a good book for
Christians who want to learn, in detail, about the
twelve Tribes of Israel and their lineage leading to
the birth of Christ. I was amazed to scripturally learn
about the division of the land God gave to the
Israelites. If you ever had doubts about Jesus, you
won't anymore." Trudy Meriedth
After one of her employees is murdered in front of
her, paranormal PI Sylvie Lightner tries to close up
shop but finds herself unable to when the god of
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Justice hires her to find his lost lover or, if she
refuses, her family, friends, and the world will suffer
the consequences. Original.
Man Who Murdered God & And Leave Her Lay Dying
In God's Shadow
The Saints of God Murders
Murdered Gods
Gold Throne in Shadow
Art, Faith, and the Culture of Freedom
THE NO.1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER, AND
COMPANION NOVEL TO AMERICAN GODS.
HIGHLY ANTICIPATED TELEVISION SERIES JUST
ANNOUNCED - COMING ON AMAZON PRIME
VIDEO. 'Neil could never have known that he was
writing for a confused Jamaican kid who, without
even knowing it, was still staggering from centuries
of erasure of his own gods and monsters' MARLON
JAMES 'A warm, funny, immensely entertaining story
about the impossibility of putting up with your
relations - especially if they happen to be Gods'
SUSANNA CLARKE 'It's virtually impossible to read
more than ten words by Neil Gaiman and not wish he
would tell you the rest of the story' OBSERVER --'People think that funny and serious are mutually
exclusives. They think they're opposites, and that's
not actually true' NEIL GAIMAN --- Everything
changes for Fat Charlie Nancy, the South London boy
so called by his father, the day his dad drops dead
while doing karaoke. Charlie didn't know his
estranged father was a god - Anansi the trickster,
master of mischief and social disorder. He never
knew he had a brother either. Now brother Spider is
on his doorstep, about to make life more interesting .
. . and a lot more dangerous. It's a meeting that will
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take Fat Charlie from his London home to Florida,
the Caribbean, and the very beginning of the world
itself. Or the end of the world, depending on which
way you're looking. NEIL GAIMAN. WITH STORIES
COME POSSIBILITIES.
It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens,
known as Bod, is a normal boy. He would be
completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard,
being raised by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs
to neither the world of the living nor the dead. There
are adventures in the graveyard for a boy—an
ancient Indigo Man, a gateway to the abandoned city
of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod
leaves the graveyard, he will be in danger from the
man Jack—who has already killed Bod's family.
A dead god. A brutal murder. A second-rate mage. It
was only supposed to be one little job - a simple
curse-breaking for Mennik Thorn to pay back a
favour to his oldest friend. But then it all blew up in
his face. Now he's been framed for a murder he
didn't commit. So how is a second-rate mage, broke,
traumatized, and with a habit of annoying the wrong
people, supposed to prove his innocence when
everyone believes he's guilty? Mennik has no choice
if he wants to get out of this: he is going to have to
throw himself into the corrupt world of the city's high
mages, a world he fled years ago. Faced by
supernatural beasts, the mage-killing Ash Guard, and
a ruthless, unknown adversary, it's going to take
every trick Mennik can summon just to keep him and
his friend alive. But a new, dark power is rising in
Agatos, and all that stands in its way is one damaged
mage... Reviews "Fast-paced, quick-witted, deftly
plotted and as well-thought-out as it is well-written.
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Highly recommended, and I'm already looking
forward to the next one." - Juliet E. McKenna, Author
of The Tales of Einarinn, The Aldabreshin Compass,
and The Green Man's Heir "Shadow of a Dead God
contains the snarky, disillusioned, diamond-in-therough, down-at-heels, determined and fiercely loyal
mage-detective your TBR desperately needs!
"Recommended for readers of The Lies of Locke
Lamora and anyone who loves fantasy mystery
starring a delightfully reluctant, unlikely, foulmouthed and golden-hearted hero." - Katrina
Middelburg, Read. Ruminate. Write.
When the body of a property inspector is found in a
burned building, Louisiana detective Maddox Bishop
takes the case while losing his heart to charitable
contractor Layla Taylor.
John Lawrence Reynolds 2-Book Bundle
The Peterson Magazine
The Valley of the Shadow of Death
Her Mother's Shadow
The Shadow God
American Gods
Art is a spiritual ministry that must be studied, nurtured,
and influenced by the church. Christian artists need to
understand the weighty responsibilities of their calling,
and the church must understand the importance of art as
a divinely appointed ministry. In The Shadow of Beauty,
S. Talmond Brown urges artists and church leaders to
realize the need for a mission to reestablish the church's
cultural authority and recognize art as a God-honored
career. Brown includes works by such renowned artists
as Leonardo da Vinci and William Blake, presenting
biblical proof that all art forms—including paintings,
sculptures, music, and literature—are an important means
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by which artists and non-artists alike can spread God's
Word and should be developed to the fullest. Covering
such subjects as biblical enigmas, the potential benefits
and dangers of art, and the role of art in redeeming our
culture, Brown poignantly recounts the church's
aesthetic history, revealing the keys to discovering the
truth hiding behind The Shadow of Beauty. Stephen
Talmond Brown has published the most systematic
approach to a truly Reformed Christian theory and
practice of art attempted in decades. Equal parts
devotional, aesthetic theory, church history, and
reformed apologetics, The Shadow of Beauty rolls along
with a spiritual rigor and elegance rare for our age. —Tony
Norman, Columnist/Associate Editor, Pittsburgh PostGazette
On October 9, 2017, Nathan Kocmond died by suicide.
Despite numerous circumstances that lead to Nathan’s
tragic end, his family did not adequately realize the
depths of mental illness. Nor did they expect the
outpouring of God’s love they received from friends,
family, and the Holy Spirit himself. Experience the pitfalls
of concussions, depression, and suicide alongside Jon
Kocmond, Nathan’s father and a pediatrician caring for
many teenagers with similar circumstances. Learn how
we can better care for our own children in these trying
times. Fall into the deepest valleys of grief with Jon. And
learn how God can turn the most devastating tragedies
into the most hopeful awakenings. Feel how the Holy
Spirit transformed Jon’s sorrow into glorious hope for
Nathan and us all. Recognize how God works within you.
See how the Spirit is pointing you toward the truth and
hope in good times and bad. Appreciate how God
reaches every one of us. And, with Jon, find the peace
that resides in the comforting presence of God’s love.
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Game of Thrones has changed the landscape of
television during an era hailed as the Golden Age of TV.
An adaptation of George R.R. Martin's epic fantasy A
Song of Fire and Ice, the HBO series has taken on a life
of its own with original plotlines that advance past those
of Martin's books. The death of protagonist Ned Stark at
the end of Season One launched a killing spree in
television--major characters now die on popular shows
weekly. While many shows kill off characters for pure
shock value, death on Game of Thrones produces
seismic shifts in power dynamics--and resurrected
bodies that continue to fight. This collection of new
essays explores how power, death, gender, and
performance intertwine in the series.
Lexi didn't set out to steal a god's ring, but when a magic
artifact starts trying to talk to you, what's a girl supposed
to do? She's always had the ability to talk to animals, but
this new development amps up the crazy. Now she's
afraid her power is out of control and she's losing her
mind. The only person who could possibly reassure her
that she's not going mad is her mother, who has always
refused to discuss the source of Lexi's strange ability.
Now that the jewellery is getting chatty, maybe she'll
finally spill the beans. Unfortunately, going home means
a trip back to the human territories, and Lexi only just
made it out of there alive last time. She's hoping for a
quick visit, but with a god hellbent on retrieving the ring
and a fireshaper she might have accidentally betrayed on
her tail, life is about to get horribly complicated--for her
and everyone she cares about.
A Shadow of Good Things to Come
The Shadow of Beauty
Shadows of Sherlock Holmes
Sermons of Resistance in the Third Reich
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The Shadow of the Gods
Joe McGuire Mystery Series

This book Mathematics Calculus has been written
primarily for undergraduate Science and Engineering
students in Colleges and Universities universally and
more than cover the freshman calculus and part of the
sophomore level. Students in Senior High at their
penultimate and final years will find the introductory of
each chapter practically informative, emphasis being
more on the practical aspect of the subject matter. Each
chapter is planned to encourage rather than to
discourage students, thus assisting to remove what a
growing number of new students now perceive as an
unfriendly doorkeeper at the entrance to the study of
Calculus in Mathematics.
The gods walk among us. Some lurk in the shadows,
masquerading as mortals; others embrace their celebrity
status, launching careers from Hollywood to Capitol Hill.
One of them just murdered Cairn Delacroix's mother.
Shocking twists cascade toward an explosive finale in
this thrilling novel from Karsten Knight, author of the
WILDEFIRE trilogy.
What did German preachers opposed to Hitler say in
their Sunday sermons? When the truth of Christ could
cost a pastor his life, what words encouraged and
challenged him and his congregation? This book
answers those questions. Preaching in Hitler's Shadow
begins with a fascinating look at Christian life inside the
Third Reich, giving readers a real sense of the danger
that pastors faced every time they went into the pulpit.
Dean Stroud pays special attention to the role that
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language played in the battle over the German soul,
pointing out the use of Christian language in opposition
to Nazi rhetoric. The second part of the book presents
thirteen well-translated sermons by various select
preachers, including Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Karl Barth,
Rudolf Bultmann, and others not as well known but no
less courageous. A running commentary offers cultural
and historical insights, and each sermon is preceded by
a short biography of the preacher.
The Shadow of the Gods begins a brand new Norseinspired epic fantasy series from bestselling author John
Gwynne, packed with action, magic and monsters After
the gods warred and drove themselves to extinction, the
cataclysm of their fall shattered the land of Vigrið. Now a
new world is rising, where power-hungry jarls feud and
monsters stalk the woods and mountains. A world where
the bones of the dead gods still hold great power for
those brave - or desperate - enough to seek them out.
Now, as whispers of war echo across the mountains and
fjords, fate follows in the footsteps of three people: a
huntress on a dangerous quest, a noblewoman who has
rejected privilege in pursuit of battle fame, and a thrall
who seeks vengeance among the famed mercenaries
known as the Bloodsworn. All three will shape the fate of
the world as it once more teeters on the edge of chaos.
Praise for John Gwynne 'John Gwynne is one of the
modern masters of heroic fantasy' Adrian Tchaikovsky
'Reminds me of why I became a fantasy enthusiast in the
first place' Robin Hobb 'John Gwynne writes fantasy with
the heart of a hero and the inventiveness of a master
mage' Sebastien de Castell 'Extraordinarily good . . .
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Gwynne is setting a new benchmark in fantasy' Giles
Kristian
Murder in the Garden of God
The Man Who Murdered God
Vying for the Iron Throne
A Mennik Thorn Novel
S.O.S.: Spirit Over Shadow
Murder Casts a Shadow

#1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer
L. Armentrout returns with book one of the allnew, compelling Flesh and Fire series—set in
the beloved Blood and Ash world. Born
shrouded in the veil of the Primals, a Maiden
as the Fates promised, Seraphena Mierel’s
future has never been hers. Chosen before
birth to uphold the desperate deal her
ancestor struck to save his people, Sera must
leave behind her life and offer herself to the
Primal of Death as his Consort. However,
Sera’s real destiny is the most closely guarded
secret in all of Lasania—she’s not the well
protected Maiden but an assassin with one
mission—one target. Make the Primal of Death
fall in love, become his weakness, and
then…end him. If she fails, she dooms her
kingdom to a slow demise at the hands of the
Rot. Sera has always known what she is.
Chosen. Consort. Assassin. Weapon. A specter
never fully formed yet drenched in blood. A
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monster. Until him. Until the Primal of Death’s
unexpected words and deeds chase away the
darkness gathering inside her. And his
seductive touch ignites a passion she’s never
allowed herself to feel and cannot feel for him.
But Sera has never had a choice. Either way,
her life is forfeit—it always has been, as she
has been forever touched by Life and Death.
Taking over an Episcopalian church in Austin,
ex-prison chaplain Reverend Lucas Holt
personally oversees the rehabilitated ex-cons
of his new parish, until a serial killer begins
plaguing the community. Original.
The continuing adventures of Christopher
Sinclair, mechanical engineer turned priest of
war. Christopher, raised from the dead and
promoted to a moderate rank, takes
command of the army regiment he trained
and equipped. Sent south to an allegedly easy
posting, he finds himself in the way of several
thousand rabid dog-men. Guns and
fortifications turn back the horde, but
Christopher has other problems that cannot
be solved with mere firepower: a wicked
assassin; hostile clergymen; dubious allies
including a bard, Lalania, with a connection to
a mysterious group of scholars; and worst of
all his own impolitic tongue. But all of these
pale into mere distractions once he discovers
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the true enemy: an invisible, mind-eating
horror who plays the kingdom like a puppetmaster’s stage. Lalania claims she can
help--but will it be enough?
Oskar Skarsaune gives us a new look into the
development of the early church and its
practice by showing us the evidence of
interaction between the early Christians and
rabbinic Judaism. He offers numerous
fascinating episodes and glimpses into this
untold story.
In the Shadow of Evil
Peterson's Magazine
Theistic Evolution and the Absent God
Essays on Power, Gender, Death and
Performance in HBO's Game of Thrones
Sins and Shadows
Shadow of Spirit
Irascible and malcontented, Boston Homicide detective
Lieutenant Joe McGuire is one half of the best homicide
team in Boston’s history. Led by razor-sharp instincts and a
nose for the truth, McGuire leaves no stone unturned in his
pursuit of ruthless killers in these gritty crime novels. The
Man Who Murdered God Facing a brutal serial killer with
his sights set firmly on the Catholic diocese, Boston homicide
detective Lieutenant Joe McGuire—one half of the best
homicide team in Boston’s history—is in a race against time
to find a killer who seemingly leaves no trace. And Leave
Her Lay Dying Relegated to reviewing unsolved murders as
the result of a courtroom outburst, Boston homicide detective
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Lieutenant Joe McGuire becomes obsessed with solving the
murder of a young woman found in the Boston Fens. Praise
for John Lawrence Reynolds “One of Canada’s best mystery
writers.”—Globe and Mail
A beloved local priest brutally murdered in his own church.
A cloistered monk in a peaceful seminary shot at point-blank
range. A Jesuit teacher slain at night in his classroom.
Facing a brutal serial killer with his sights set firmly on the
Catholic diocese, Boston homicide detective Lieutenant Joe
McGuire—one half of the best homicide team in Boston’s
history—is in a race against time to find a killer who
seemingly leaves no trace. With the help of the local diocese,
McGuire’s investigation leads him to the monstrous, decadesold betrayal of an innocent child. But will McGuire be able
to find the killer before he strikes again? The Man Who
Murdered God, the first novel in the thrilling Joe McGuire
mystery series, won the Arthur Ellis Award for Best First
Novel. It is followed by And Leave Her Lay Dying, Whisper
Death, Gypsy Sins, Solitary Dancer, and Haunted Hearts.
Praise for The Man Who Murdered God “. . . a compelling
and chilling mystery . . . ”—The London Free Press
C.O.R.E. SHADOW TRILOGY Three romantic suspense
novels—now for one low price! SHADOW OF DANGER:
Book 1 She sees too much… Four women have been found
dead in the outskirts of a small Wisconsin town. The only
witness, clairvoyant Celeste Risinski, observes these brutal
murders through her psychic visions. Called in by the local
sheriff to help stop the killer, John Kain, former FBI agent
turned investigator for the private agency, CORE, has no use
for psychics. But as more dead bodies are discovered, the
criminalist reluctantly turns to Celeste for help. Yet with
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each step closer to finding the killer, John finds himself one
step closer to losing his heart. SHADOW OF
PERCEPTION: Book 2 What happens when negligent
plastic surgeons get a taste of their own medicine…? When
investigative reporter Eden Risk receives an unmarked
envelope containing a postcard ordering her to watch the
enclosed DVD or someone else dies, she turns to CORE for
help. But that help comes with a catch. Her former lover
Hudson Patterson is assigned to the case. And as more
DVDs arrive, they not only find themselves knee-deep in a
twisted investigation, but forced to deal with their past and
the love they’d tried to deny. SHADOW OF VENGEANCE:
Book 3 Welcome to Hell Week. You have seven days to find
him… At Wexman University male students will do anything
to join a top fraternity. They’ll prove their worth during Hell
Week by participating in a variety of pranks. But those
shenanigans aren’t so funny when pledges start
disappearing. CORE agents Rachel Davis and Owen
Malcolm are on the hunt for a killer who’s kidnapping and
murdering pledges. Time is ticking. They have only seven
days to find the latest missing pledge and catch a killer.
Seven days before the body count rises with another victim.
Seven days to fight their attraction for each other before one
of them ends up hurt. C.O.R.E. — Criminal Observance
Resolution Evidence: When having the best is a matter of life
and death…
(Books 1-3 C.O.R.E. Series)
In the Shadow of the Temple
Powerless / Killing Gods: A Superhero Novel Double Edition
Preaching in Hitler's Shadow
The Shadow of Evil
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